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Human Experience and the Blessing/Saving God
RICHARD A. JENSEN
Wartburg Theological Seminary, Dubuque, Iowa

In the course of a year many books pass over one�s desk. Some are perused and quickly
forgotten. Others are read more carefully and, alas, sometimes still quickly forgotten. Now and
then, however, a book strikes one with such an impact that the insights are remembered and
become creative of new insights for the reader. Claus Westermann�s small book, What Does The
Old Testament Say About God?1 was a book with that kind of impact upon me.

Westermann�s book will serve as the springboard for this article. First of all I would like
to share briefly the central insight from Westermann�s book that set my own intellectual wheels
spinning. His book looks at the Old Testament from the perspective of what it has to say about
God. Biblically speaking, however, one can never talk about God apart from God�s work in
relation to the human race. It is important, therefore, to also look at this work from the
perspective of the ways that we as human beings experience God�s presence and activity. After
summarizing the focal ideas of Westermann�s work, I will discuss some of the implications for
the task of theology and parish ministry that flow out of its basic theses.

I. THE EXPERIENCE OF BEING SAVED
Gerhard von Rad has taught us that the credo of Israel that we find in such passages as

Deut. 26:5-11 proclaims the nucleus of Israel�s faith in Yahweh. In such a passage we hear the
people of Israel confess their fundamental faith in the God who saved them. God had led them
into Egypt, took them out of Egypt with mighty hand and outstretched arm, and brought them
into the promised land. Such was their experience of Yahweh! A wonderful saving experience
indeed. And it was this experience of being saved by Yahweh that made Israel unique, that
marked off Israel from all of the ancient peoples. Israel was a unique and peculiar people, a
people who had experienced God as a God who acted in their historical life and history to save
them from their enemies and give them a land for the promised good life.

1Claus Westermann, What Does The Old Testament Say About God? (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1979).
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Israel�s experience of the saving God fills numerous pages of the Old Testament. This
little passage from Deut. 26:5-11 is really the whole Pentateuch in miniature. Other historical
works in the Old Testament also recount the saving deeds of Yahweh. In the Psalms we hear of
individuals who cry to God in their need. Yahweh hears their cry and delivers them. Salvation is
experienced.

According to Westermann the experience of God as judge is merely the flip side of the
reality of God as Savior. The danger for the people Israel, once settled in the land of promise, is



that they will forget their Savior and walk in their own ways, run after other gods. When Israel
forgot Yahweh in these or in other ways she experienced God as a jealous God, as a God of
wrath and judgment. The experience of God as a judging God was an experience intended to
keep the saving work of God intact. What the saving God has given freely is to be held in trust
and obedience by the people. Disobedience meets judgment that is intended to call Israel back to
her first lover, back to Yahweh. When the people repent of their evil and rebellious ways, when
they respond to God�s judging activity, they experience God�s saving activity anew in the form of
forgiveness.

The Old Testament is filled with Israel�s testimony to its experience of God�s saving
historical deeds, deeds of mercy and forgiveness. But, and this is the major point in
Westermann�s argument, Old Testament passages that relate the saving acts of God by no means
fill all of the pages of the Old Testament. Israel experienced God as Savior to be sure, but she
also experienced God as the God of blessing, the God who created and preserved life and the
structures of life. To use creedal language, the Old Testament has a very strong First Article (God
as Creator) component as well as an obvious Second Article (God as Savior) component. In his
argumentation it appears to me that Westermann is trying to fill a gap that is often left unfilled in
our reading and understanding of both Old and New Testaments. God as Savior is only part of
the story. The human experience of God�s salvation is only part of the story. Westermann wishes
to remind us of the often unremembered part of the story. He wishes to remind us that God was
also experienced by Israel (as God is experienced by all human beings!) as a God of blessing.

II. THE EXPERIENCE OF BEING BLESSED
�It is the whole world (Gen. 1) and the whole of humanity (Gen. 2) with which the God of

the Bible deals.�2 All peoples experience the blessing of the Creator God. All peoples are blessed
through the promise at the end of the flood story that �...seedtime and harvest, cold and heat,
summer and winter, day and night, shall not cease� (Gen. 8:22). Wherever people are alive,
wherever life is experienced, there God is experienced as a God of blessing. The life that human
beings have is itself a blessing, and because life is always a blessing of God human life is always
life in the image of God; it is always life with a dignity that cannot be erased. It is obvious, of
course, that human beings violate, desecrate and ignore the blessing of �human dignity� which is
their common blessing and experience. But this common blessing of life in all of God�s creatures
cannot be destroyed. The God of blessing preserves the dignity of humanity independent of
God�s saving

2Ibid., p. 39.
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work. �Human dignity belongs undeniably to all, even to the enemies of the faith.�3

According to Westermann, Gen. 2-3 indicate for us that the common experience of
blessing shared by all humanity includes the blessing of living space (the garden), the provision
of food, work and life in human community.

It is the working of the blessing that allows all these necessary parts of human
existence to persist: God�s blessing allows humanity�s food to grow and prosper,
preserves human living-space, gives people success in their work, and grants



peace (shalom) within the community.4

Westermann sees this blessing motif in many places in the Old Testament. It is in apocalyptic
literature, in the wisdom literature, in Second Isaiah, in Job and in the psalms of praise. The
experience of blessing is a dominant theme in Old Testament literature. We cannot understand
the totality of humanity�s experience of God unless we incorporate the experience of the blessing
God into that understanding.

The fundamental word of blessing on all of life, says Westermann, is that simple word
found in Gen. 1:28, �Be fruitful and multiply....�

It is through this blessing that the creator works. The blessing is intended for all
living beings; it is universal....Blessing is a working of God which is different
from saving insofar as it is not experienced as the latter in individual events or in
a sequence of events. It is a quiet, continuous, flowing and unnoticed working of
God which cannot be captured in moments or dates. Blessing is realized in a
gradual process, as in the process of growing, maturing, and fading.5

The God of blessing relates to all of human existence in Westermann�s reading of the Old
Testament texts. Blessing is a fundamental mode of experiencing the work of God that makes
human life possible. People may be saved, but those people still stand in daily need of God�s
blessing activity. Those who have experienced salvation, whether in the old Israel or the new
Israel, must still count on the sun to rise, the rain to fall, a place to live, a human community to
support them.

We will seek to summarize Westermann�s ideas on the human experience of the
Blessing/Saving God in the following ways. The experience of God�s daily blessing in the
upholding of all of life is a universal human experience. God is experienced as Savior by a
particular people (by some, not all) in need of saving help. God�s blessing is experienced
primarily in nature as God upholds the cycles of life and the seasons of nature. God�s saving
activity is experienced primarily in history where God rescues a particular people and moves
them forward in time from days of promise to days of fulfillment. Since all humanity receives
God�s blessing work, human life is seen to have dignity in the eyes of the Creator. When the
dignity of human life is threatened, God�s saving activity may be experienced as that which
restores life to its proper dignity. Israel celebrated the blessing ac-

3Ibid., p. 40.
4Ibid., p. 42.
5Ibid., pp. 43, 44.
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tivity of God in her life of worship. Israel experienced God�s saving activity as an event in the
midst of everyday life. Blessing is experienced as God�s outgoing, continuous, nourishing
support of life. Saving is experienced as the individual acts and deeds of God in rescue of those
whose existence is threatened.



III. IMPLICATIONS OF THE BLESSING/SAVING GOD FOR THEOLOGY AND LIFE

1. To talk of our experience with God as an experience of Blessing/Saving may be
a useful linguistic break from the traditional Lutheran categories of Law/Gospel.

Let the reader understand! It is not being proposed that we eliminate the categories or the
content of all that Lutherans have understood by their Law/Gospel language. The concern is with
linguistics, with what our language communicates. I increasingly find that the traditional
categories (Law/Gospel) have really ceased to function in any meaningful way for lay people
(and seminary students!) without a great deal of explanation of what we mean by the categories.
That is primarily true because the word �law� tends to function for people in a primarily negative
sense. Certainly the �proper use� of the Law in Lutheran theology (the spiritual or theological
use) has an ultimately negative thrust. It is through the work of the Law that God intends to usher
us into the experience of death. �The Law always accuses.� The Law kills that it may make alive,
that it may drive us to Christ.

But Lutheran theologians have always maintained that there is a positive function or use
of the Law as well. The civil, political, or �first use� of the Law intends to affirm human dignity,
human reason, conscience, life in the family, community and the state. By using the language of
the �civil use� of Law our tradition has intended to affirm the reality that all human beings are
blessed as God�s creatures and that in the horizontal relationships of life (person to person,
person to created order) we are free to exercise our created dignity to the best of our ability in
creating a healthy environment in which to live, whether that environment includes the creation
in which we live, structures of family life, structures of national life or even structures of
ecclesiastical life! All of those matters belong to the so-called �Kingdom on the left.� As those
who have experienced the dignity and life-sustaining support of God�s blessing activity we are
called to be free and responsible people in God�s world. That call, the call of God�s blessing, is
not just a call to those who have experienced salvation. It is a call to all human beings because all
human beings live daily from the experience of God�s blessing activity.

My point is simple enough. I think that we Lutherans might more easily appropriate the
many positive and affirmative things we wish to say about the �civil use of Law� by talking
about the blessing activity of God. Blessing/Saving language in place of Law/Gospel language
would help us more readily communicate the very positive character of our tradition�s
understanding of the First Article of the Creed.

Two concrete examples that underlie this contention are the readily apparent connections
between talk of the blessing God and the Lutheran emphasis on the �priesthood of all believers�
and the �doctrine of vocation.� When we accent our daily experience of the blessing God as the
God who upholds, sustains,
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nourishes and supports human life, it becomes immediately clear that to be involved in the stuff
of daily life is to be involved with God�s blessed world. Daily life is not some kind of life set
apart from real life before God. Daily life is God�s gift of blessing; it is life created, sustained and
blessed by God. To be about our business in the many facets of daily life, therefore, is to live the
life of priestly service, to live a vocation, a calling. People who experience the blessing activity



of God translate that blessing into daily vocation and priestly work in the world. Such talk about
daily life flows naturally out of an understanding and experience of the God of blessing. It is
simply more forced and contorted and unnatural, though not illegitimate, to say the same kinds of
things under the rubric, �Civil Use of Law.� �Blessing God� language will hopefully enable us to
speak more readily and radically about the universal priesthood and the vocatio to daily ministry
than we have in the past. We need that added urge to radicality for many reasons, not the least of
which is the fact that radical language about universal priesthood and vocation will help us finally
sharpen what we as Lutherans wish to say about the doctrine of the public ministry of Word and
Sacrament. Clarity on that matter has been unfinished business on our agenda for far too long.

Might it not be possible, however, that Blessing/Saving language might be so positive in
its universal aspect that the proper function of God�s universal work, killing and making alive,
will be distorted and lost? May not the last state in this proposed revision be worse than the first?
Not necessarily. Human beings do universally enjoy the blessings of life from the Creator. But it
is also universally true that human beings hold that life from God in precarious human vessels.
Human life as we experience it is endangered life, embattled life, life in ambiguity, life on a one
way street to dissipation. Who can save us from such a plight? That is the cry of all who have
experienced the goodness of God�s universal gift of life. Blessed people cry out for salvation.
Experience of the Law always leads to hunger for good news. Experience of the Creator leads us
to plead for One who can restore and save that life which has been given freely as blessing.

2. The Blessing tradition could be the locus for understanding what the Lutheran
Confessions mean by the so-called �third use of the Law.�

We have just finished saying that those who have experienced God�s blessing cry out for
God�s saving. It works the other way as well! Those who have experienced salvation in Christ
Jesus continually cry out for and are dependent upon the ongoing, continuous, quiet and
nourishing work of God�s blessing in the upholding of daily life. Saved people stand always in
need of the Creator, in need of rain and snow, in need of the cyclical flow of the seasons, in need
of nature�s bounty, in need of the structures of human life in the family, community and nation.
That I think is what is at the bottom of this �third use of the Law� business in its particularly
Lutheran cast.

Calvin, not Luther, is the author of �third use� language. For Calvin the third use of the
Law was the proper use of the Law. It was the new law revealed in Jesus Christ which could
serve as the ethical guide for the Christian life. The order then is Gospel, Law. It is in light of the
Gospel that we know the Law; that we know how we ought to live as Christians. Luther,
however, understood the Law as a universal blessing written on the hearts of all people (Rom. 2).
When the Confessions take up the question of the
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�third use of the Law,� they take it up as a �Lutheran� question, not as a �Calvinistic� question.
When the Confessors struggled with the ongoing relationships of the Law to the life of the
Christian, they were not seeking to draw out the implications of the Gospel as the legal and
ethical norms for Christian living. They were asking, rather, if the Christian, having experienced
the saving work of God, was now released from the responsibilities of the experience of the



universal blessing activity of God in all areas of life. Their answer: NO. Since we are ever
dependent upon the daily blessing activity of God to uphold created life, we are also called daily
to use those blessings of reason and wisdom and conscience that God has given us to be co-
creative with God in maintaining the structures of humane life among people. We are called to
join with all human beings in the maintenance of structures which civilize (the �Civil Use of
Law�) human existence. Lutheran language of the �third use of the Law� is a way of affirming
that saved people cannot escape the responsibility laid upon all people for working with God co-
creatively in order that the structures of human life and the common life of blessing may be
supported and upheld.

3. Blessing/Saving language inter-relates God�s universal work with all humanity
and God�s particular work of salvation in Jesus Christ in a helpful way.

Both Luther and the Bible make a distinction between that which God effects for all
humanity all of the time and that which God effects for a particular and chosen people. God
works universally with all humanity (blessing) and God works particularly with Israel and the
new Israel as savior. God blesses and God saves. Both are true. A biblically informed theology
must hold the universal (blessing) and particular (saving) character of God in a constantly
creative tension.

The call to hold the universal and the particular in creative tension, however, turns out to
be a very difficult challenge to systematic theologians. Our systems usually tend to go out of
balance on one pole or the other. The giant among twentieth-century theologians among
Protestants, Karl Barth, seems to me to have lost his balance on the universal side of the tension.
The particularity of God�s work in Jesus Christ is accented so strongly (it is this emphasis which
is central to the Barthian system and which contributed most significantly to the theological
debate of his time), that the universal blessing activity of God is virtually negated.

My readings in Liberation Theology lead me to believe that it has a similar theological
problem. Once again the saving work of God, understood as the historical liberation of the
oppressed, is so singly and directly emphasized that one is led to believe that anyone who is not
poor and in need of historical liberation is hardly in touch with God at all. The contribution of
Karl Barth and Liberation Theology is their accent on the uniqueness and particularity of God�s
saving or liberating work. We all stand in their debt. But humanity�s universal experience of the
God of blessing does not receive a proper accent in these systems.

A twentieth-century giant among Roman Catholic theologians, Karl Rahner, tends to lose
his theological balance on the particular side of the tension. Rahner�s understanding of the
universality of God�s grace in all human situations leads him to conclude, for example, that
wherever human beings respond to God�s blessing activity, they have responded to God�s saving
activity as well, whether they realize it or not. What God does universally with all people is the
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same gracious activity whether we call that activity by a particular name (Jesus) or not. Anyone,
therefore, who responds to the call to human dignity in the universal blessing activity of God is
responding to God�s grace and may be called an �anonymous Christian.� The particular
significance of God�s saving work in Jesus Christ is obviously swallowed up in this system by



the universal work of blessing.
My reading of Process Theology leaves a similar impression upon me. Process Theology

articulates in a marvelous way the workings of God in the everyday processes of life. This
theological system is not as convincing to this author, however, when it seeks to articulate the
particular work of God in Jesus Christ. In other words, Process Theology lets its universal
understanding of the blessing activity of God shape its understanding of any particular work of
God, including the work of God in Jesus. The saving God becomes too easily subordinate to the
blessing God. The creative tension between blessing and saving is lost.

Karl Rahner and Process Theology contribute immensely to our understanding of God�s
universal blessing activity. One is often left wondering, however, if there is any unique role
remaining for our understanding and experience of the saving God.

My thesis has been that the God of the Bible is always both a God of blessing and a God
of saving. We need to work hard in our theological enterprise to keep both emphases and to keep
them in perspective. That becomes particularly important for us today as we live in an
increasingly pluralistic world. World religions, the stuff of which interesting books were once
made, have now become our next door neighbors. We are in a living dialogue today with the
world�s belief systems. We all need to be able to find ways to affirm the ways in which these
traditions are blessed by God. Beyond that task we also need to find creative ways of proclaiming
the uniqueness of the saving word of the Gospel in our dialogue with our neighbors. The call to
creative tension in understanding the Blessing/ Saving activity of God is not just an interesting,
speculative item on the ivory tower agenda of theological inquiry. That issue faces all of us as we
think through the task of proclamation of the saving work of Christ in a pluralistic world.

4. Blessing/Saving language may be able to open up for us new approaches to
evangelism.

Evangelism lives at the Church�s center. The Lutheran approach to personal evangelism,
at its best, lives out of the Law/Gospel dialectic. We begin with the Law, we begin by listening
(that alone marks our evangelism efforts as unique!), we begin by identifying the human need
experienced by this person who lives under the Law in order that we might most adequately
prescribe a Gospel remedy. The working postulate in this approach is that all persons ultimately
perceive themselves as weak, helpless and needy. (If they don�t, they ought to!) In evangelism we
seek to discover the particular contour of that need in order that we might speak the Gospel in
language and metaphors that correlate to the contour of the need.

One basic problem with this method, a method which I endorse and practice, is that we as
Lutheran �evangelists� never quite know how to deal with people who perceive themselves as
strong, able and worthy. Obviously such people need to be slain by the Law. But is that so
obvious? Perhaps such people are sim-
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ply seeking to give expression to the fact that, if they could find the proper theological language,
they feel blessed by life and by God. Let us suppose that to be true in a given case. We make our
call, we wait to hear the articulation of need and instead we hear an articulation of a life of a
person who has experienced God�s blessing activity. Can we not leave the Law alone for a while



and simply invite such people to come to our community and share their blessings with the
assembled people of God? Is such an invitation any less an invitation to participation in the
Christian community than the invitation to needy ones to come and experience the reality of the
God who saves them?

I think it is possible to re-think the task of personal evangelism along these lines under
the rubric of the Blessing/Saving God. Accepting �blessed� people as they are is important even
though we understand that in doing so we are dealing with people at a penultimate level. The
blessing experience of such people is not the last experience we wish for them to have with God.
We invite them, however, as �blessed� people to join the ranks of God�s people where they
might hear proclaimed again and again the good news of God�s saving activity. In dealing with
people at this kind of penultimate level we are not forging a radical departure from the way we
normally deal with people in the Christian community. The Church has always and will always
deal with the penultimate perceptions and questions which people possess in order to lead them
to that which is of �ultimate concern.�

There are at least three other implications of our experience of the Blessing/ Saving God.
I trust that a brief word on each will trigger your own mind to fill in some of the details.

5. The work of the God of Blessing can be articulated in traditional �feminine�
categories; the work of the God of Saving is usually treated in traditional
�masculine� categories.

We�re used to talking of the God who saves with his mighty hand and outstretched arm.
Most of the language of rescue is �masculine� (I use that word in the sense that we would have
used it until recently), and that is the theological language to which we have grown accustomed
in our descriptions of our experience with God. It has come as a shock to many that feminist
theologians have challenged this language. In response to that challenge (a challenge with
considerable validity) the suggestion is made here that language which articulates the human
experience of the Blessing God may be a way to begin to make our God-talk more inclusive in its
character. The Blessing God nourishes, sustains and gives growth in the ongoing processes of life
and nature. The work of the Blessing God is experienced in the life of family, community and
nation. Blessing language may be useful language in broadening our ways of describing the
totality of our experience of God and putting our language about God in closer touch with the life
experiences of the female half of the human race.

6. Our experience of the God of Blessing/Saving leads us as Christians quite
naturally into a love affair with and an ethic for God�s whole creation.

We live in an age that has recognized a deep ecological crisis. The blame for that crisis
has often been laid at the footsteps of the Christian Church. We have been charged with taking an
unhealthy dominion over nature in response to the charge in Genesis 1. The real question appears
to be: Have we fixed our gaze so
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centrally on our personal experience of the God who saves that we have lost sight of the fact that



God�s saving work intends to include the entire cosmos in its horizon? The lines can easily be
drawn in the New Testament from the saving activity of God in Jesus Christ to the cosmic
implications of this saving activity. (Romans 8:18-25, Colossians 1:15-20 and the prologue to
John�s Gospel are examples that come immediately to mind.) The saving work of God includes
the creation, includes the arenas of life that have experienced God�s blessing day in and day out,
year in and year out, even though that blessed life and existence always lives in danger of
oblivion as we see so clearly in the present ecological crisis. The world blessed by God is an
endangered world. That is precisely why it, too, stands in need of God�s saving work.

Biblical evidence to the contrary, theologians have continued to flesh out entire
soteriological systems, whole schemes of salvation, with hardly a word about the cosmos itself.
That has left us with a certain schizophrenic attitude towards life and with no ethic for creation.
By recapturing the rightful place of the God of Blessing we might be better able to correlate
Christ and cosmos, salvation and everyday life, euangelion and ecology.

7. Contemporary theology is characterized by a deteriorated understanding of the
Blessing work of God (the First Article of the Creed) and therefore it also has a
deteriorated understanding of the Saving work of God (Second Article).
Articulation of the experience of the Blessing/Saving God may help us out of this
deteriorated state.

What we have in this thesis is truly the beginning of another article! The ramifications are
wide ranging. Let us say only the briefest of words here. Since the Enlightenment, theology has
basically turned the creation as the everyday theater of the experience of God�s blessing over to
science. The task of describing the world and how it operates and how human life comes into
being and finds its daily sustenance has disappeared from far too many theological agendas. The
problem that arises is simple. When the workings of the world and human life are scratched off
the theological agenda and parceled out to some other agency, then the theological agenda finds
itself in a seriously deteriorated state when it seeks to delineate the meaning of the experience of
salvation. What kind of salvation do we have left if it is not a salvation that we can talk about in
relation to the world in which we live? What kind of salvation do we have left if we cannot talk
about it in relation to the ordinary stuff of daily life? Salvation language must take a flight from
the creation. But what do we have left? What is it that is saved? Our minds through a new
revelation? Our hearts through a personal encounter with Christ? This moment of time in the
midst of eternity as an existentialist presence of eternity?

If we learn again to talk about our everyday experiences of the God of Blessing we may
find a way out of this contemporary theological dilemma. Salvation has to do with all of human
life and the whole of the cosmos. Wherever God�s creative work of Blessing is threatened,
wherever our experience of life and the world is endangered, there God seeks to meet us in Christ
in order to restore life to its intended fulness. Our life of Blessing, endangered as it is, cries out
for the experience of salvation. In and through God�s Saving work we experience the restoration
of our life of Blessing. God�s Blessing work and God�s Saving work form an inseparable whole.
What God has joined together let us not put asunder!


